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GABRIELLE’S ANGEL FOUNDATION FOR CANCER RESEARCH  

TEAMS UP WITH KEYSOCKS  
 
New York, NY (August 1, 2014) Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation for Cancer Research is proud to announce their 
partnership with Keysocks, the only no-show knee high socks. Keysocks has created a special Angel Keysocks 
design to benefit the Foundation. The design goes on sale September 1, 2014 and runs until September 1, 
2015 on www.Keysocks.com.  
 
“We are so grateful to Shelby and the entire Keysocks team for their support of our mission,” said Denise Rich, 
President and Co- Founder of Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation. “I am a big fan of Keysocks and this special design 
for Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation serves as a fashionable reminder of our quest to cure cancer in our lifetime.” 
 
“On behalf of our family, friends and customers who have been affected by cancer, we are incredibly excited 
to help spread the message of Gabrielle's Angel Foundation,” Shelby McKee, Keysocks founder, said. “Their 
contribution to cancer research over the years has been incredibly impactful, and we believe this partnership 
can further their mission of funding and awareness to find a cure for this damaging disease.” 
 
Net proceeds from the sale of these limited-edition Angel Keysocks will directly fund the nation’s leading 
physician-scientists whose work represents the future of blood cancer research.  
 
About Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation for Cancer Research 
Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation funds the nation’s best and brightest scientific investigators whose research 
focuses on finding less toxic treatments for patients with leukemia, lymphoma, and related cancers. Since its 
inception, Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation has awarded $25 million in grants making it one of the largest non-
governmental sources of grant support for blood cancer research in the nation. In 2012, the Foundation 
opened a sister chapter, Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation UK, which provides support for blood cancer research at 
Great Britain’s leading institutions. Help us on our quest: @CureCancerNow. For more information, please 
visit: gabriellesangels.org 
 
About Keysocks 
In 2009, Keysocks founder Shelby McKee was getting ready to go to a Cincinnati Bengals football game on a 
brisk fall Sunday. Wanting to wear flats and with the temperature falling, she realized she needed “no-show” 
socks. Traditional footies always fell off her feet or scrunched up and never provided warmth, so armed with 
scissors and sheer genius, she cut a hole in her husband’s knee-high dress sock and Keysocks was born. 
 
Shelby recruited her two sisters, Stefanie and Christy, and began working to build the first and only no show 
knee high sock. Keysocks have brought style and comfort to women and girls all over the world desiring to 
wear flats or heels with pants. Keysocks are the ultimate solution for keeping your feet comfortable without 
showing you are wearing socks. 
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